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February 11th - 13th, 2022

The excitement, maneuvers and comedy of the Paul Newman/Robert Redford
screen triumph have been brilliantly adapted for stage production by one of the finest
professional playwrights writing today. This
show takes place in Chicago many years
ago in a world of small-time hustlers and
their girls—their money nonexistent but
their ingenuity abundant. Johnny Hooker (a
small-time grifter played by Redford in the
film) joins a friend in a successful con of a
"runner." Unfortunately for them, the runner
works for a powerful, vindictive rackets
boss, Doyle Lonnegan, who is infuriated
and arranges the killing of Johnny's friend.
Hoping to avenge this senseless murder,
Johnny enlists the aid of the master
con man Henry Gondorf (originally played
by Newman). Together they decide to try
the big con called "The Wire." Structured in
classic style, their first move is "The Set Up." From there they proceed to "The Tale."
The tension mounts as they succeed and, with the powerful Lonnegan half-hooked,
go on to "The Shut Out." The excitement becomes explosive and a final scene, with
switch upon switch upon switch, has your audience guessing and gasping as it
builds to the final con movement, "The Sting!" This is a wonderfully theatrical and yet
authentic exploration of a very special world.
April 29th - May 1st, 2022

A fabulously fun award-winning musical based on
the adored movie, Legally Blonde The Musical,
follows the transformation of Elle Woods as she
tackles stereotypes and scandal in pursuit of her
dreams. Action-packed and exploding with
memorable songs and dynamic dances - this
musical is so much fun, it should be illegal!
Elle Woods appears to have it all. Her life is
turned upside down when her boyfriend Warner
dumps her so he can attend
Harvard Law. Determined to get him back, Elle
Ingeniously charms her way into the prestigious
law school. While there, she struggles with
peers, professors and her ex. With the support
of some new friends, though, Elle quickly realizes her potential and sets out to
prove herself to the world.

